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Evolution Wiper Blades
4816
4817
4818
4819
4820
4821
4822
4824
4826
4828
4841

Key Features
Patented bracketless technology for exceptional visibility in any weather.
Bracketless is the new shape of wiper blade technology. As the name implies,
bracketless wiper blades, also known as beam or flat blades, are designed without
the metal or plastic brackets, joints or hinges of conventional wiper blades. So
snow and ice have nowhere to build up. In addition, the patented design of Bosch
Evolution™ features dual precision-tensioned steel springs that distribute more
uniform pressure along the entire length of the blade for exceptional all-weather
visibility. Replace your conventional wiper blades with Bosch Evolution™ and see if

Icon Wiper Blades
18A
19B
20A
20B
22A
22B
24A
26A

Key Features
Up to 40% longer life than other premium blades.
Each year, more and more vehicle manufacturers are specifying beam blades as original
equipment. Beam (or flat) wiper blades are designed without metal or plastic brackets, joints
or hinges, offering design and performance improvements over conventional wiper blades.
The award-winning design of Bosch ICON™ distributes more uniform pressure along the
entire length of the blade for ultimate all-season performance that lasts up to 40% longer
than other premium wiper blades. Bosch ICON™ is the perfect choice for your wiper blade
replacement needs.

DirectConnect Wiper Blades
3397118408
40513
40516
40517
40518
40519
40520
40521
40522
40524
40526
40528

Key Features
Precision-cut natural wiping edge for a clean wipe
Bosch DirectConnect Wiper Blades are designed for dependable
wiping performance. Every blade incorporates dual steel tension
springs and a precision cut natural rubber wiping element. That
means premium wiping performance and a clear view. And the
exclusive Bosch DirectConnect™ one-step system makes
installation quick and easy.

Micro Edge Blades

Micro Edge Blades
40716A
40717A
40718A
40719A
40720A
40721
40722A
40724
40726

Key Features
Specially blended natural rubber for crystal clear visibility.
Bosch Micro Edge Wiper Blades are designed for dependable wiping performance. Every blade
incorporates a fully-enclosed metal tension spring and a precision cut natural rubber wiping
element. That means premium wiping performance and crystal clear visibility for safer driving.
And the exclusive Bosch DirectConnect™ one-step system makes installation quick and easy.

